
Ladies  Knitwear for Pre Fall 2016

Knitting Technique: 
Stripes knitted by Metallic and Merino Wool 
with thick and thin textures. Transparent stripes
used on sleeves done by Fish Filum and Boiled 
Merino Wool.
Tubular Scraf knitted by Metallic chain yarn.

Style:
Asymmetrical Pullover with Stripe details and Sharp 
tubular neckline.
Transparent stripe used on one sleeve for highlight.
Shine Metallic Scraf in Tubular Circle.
Tartan Wool Pant result in Masculine which suitable 
for working ladies.



Ladies  Knitwear for Pre Fall 2016

Knitting Technique: 
Top: Ombre Color in Light Melange Grey which is made by 
Plaiting with Silver Lurex at face loop and 100% Merino 
Wool at reverse side. The Ombre is done by the color 
change of Lurex in Silver and Sparkling White. The 
panels will be used after the finishing of felting.
Boil wool effect with comes out from bottom to front 
through the loops of Lurex.
 
Bottom: Sparkling Nylon mixed Merino wool will be 
knitted in Full Milano in order for the bulky texture. 

Style:
Layered Pullover with Shape Cuffs
Enlongated and Bulky Penil Skirt inspired by Kimono.
Curves of embellishments matched perfect from top to 
bottom. 
Moving Ribs placed along the layered necklines.



Ladies  Knitwear for Pre Fall 2016

Knitting Technique: 
Ombre Color in Light Melange Grey which is made by 
Plaiting with Silver Lurex at face loop and 100% Merino 
Wool at reverse side. The Ombre is done by the color 
change of Lurex in Silver and Sparkling White. The 
panels will be used after the finishing of felting.
Boil wool effect with comes out from bottom to front 
through the loops of Lurex. 

Style:
Dropped Shoulder Metallic Dress
Boxy Silhouette with Boil wool finishing
Curves on body by tone on tone embellished 
and moving ribs patterns.
Bulky tubular neckline make by quilting technique.



Ladies  Knitwear for Pre Fall 2016

Knitting Technique: 
Jacket: Ombre Color in Light Melange Grey 
which is made by Plaiting with Silver Lurex at 
face loop and Alpaca blends at reverse side. 
Soft handling of Alpaca made drapery silhouette
at the addition layers.
Pleat Skirt: Ribs by see through and accent colored
nylons in order to made the pleats.

Style:
Asymmetrical Jacket with Flare layers and moving
ribs along the neckline. Embellished curves 
placed for balancing the silhouette.
Pleat Skirt in double layers with transparents
effect.



Ladies  Knitwear for Pre Fall 2016

Knitting Technique: 
Sweater shirt: knitted by fish filum in plain and
fine gauges.
Sweaterdress: Bulky body knitted by Sparkling
Nylon and Merino Wool mixed in Full Milano 
texture. 
Sleeves in layers with Ribbed and Silver Lurex. 
Ribs are knitted with See through nylon and 
Accent colors. Under layer is knitted by Fine 
Lurex in single jersey.

Style:
Transparent Shirt matched with Boxy Sweaterdress. 
Bell Sleeves in Tough and Hard handling linked with 
drop shoulder.
Embellished curves placed along the neckline and
body.



Ladies  Knitwear for Pre Fall 2016

Knitting Technique: 
Top and Bottom: Sparkling Nylon mixed with Alpaca 
blends thus soft hand feel was being kept.
Top: Tubular neckline was knitted by metallic 
chain yarn for the sparkling. 
Bottom: Overall knitted in single jersey as the Top.
Quilted hem made by soft cotton interlining.

Style:
Short Sleeves Pullver with Patched Collar in Shining
U Shape. Irregular textures placed at sleeves resulted 
in Flare and Tight silhouette.
Vertical stripe dressed as inter-layer.
Same texture Pencil skirt with embellished curves 
which are perfect matched with the top.
Quilted hem used at pencel skirt in 
stead of ribbing enhance the trendy opening.


